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Neutrons and isotopically resolved light charged particles have been detected in coincidence with evapora-
tion residues produced in the reaction E/A511 MeV 60Ni1100Mo. Multiplicities of evaporated particle-
unstable clusters have been determined from correlations in the emission of these light particles. The decay of
the short-lived 5He and 8Be (E*53.04 MeV) states was found to be affected by the Coulomb field of the
compound nucleus in accordance with theoretical estimates. The contributions to the measured kinetic-energy
distributions of stable fragments from the sequential decay of the unstable clusters was examined. Overall, the
contributions from secondary fragments do not greatly influence the spectral shapes and specifically the
location of the spectral peaks are not significantly shifted down in energy due to the presence of these
secondary fragments. Therefore contrary to the suggestion of Charity et al. @Phys. Rev. C 56, 873 ~1997!#, the
lower peak energy of the experimental a-particle spectrum as compared to standard statistical-model calcula-
tions cannot be attributed to sequential a particles from 5He and other clusters. Only for the extreme ‘‘sub-
barrier’’ regions of the a-particle, deuteron, 6,7Li, and 8Be spectra was the sequential contribution found to be
dominant. Statistical-model calculations incorporating large initial deformations are shown to provide enhance-
ments in the yield of low-energy fragments which are roughly appropriate for all the detected isotopes. This
suggests that the origin of the sub-barrier enhancements may be a result of evaporation from highly deformed
systems which are either produced dynamically during the fusion process or by thermal shape fluctuations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.63.024611 PACS number~s!: 25.70.Gh, 24.60.Dr, 25.70.MnI. INTRODUCTION
Experimental studies of a-particle evaporation from hot
compound nuclei have found that the measured kinetic-
energy spectrum is enhanced in the sub-barrier region com-
pared to standard statistical-model calculations @1–10#. The
peak in the experimental spectrum is typically shifted down
in energy compared to these statistical-model predictions.
Standard statistical-model calculations use ‘‘spherical’’
transmission coefficients obtained from the inverse absorp-
tion process of the a particle by a ground-state nucleus. The
sub-barrier enhancement may thus indicate a different Cou-
lomb barrier for the evaporation process compared to the
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Germany.0556-2813/2001/63~2!/024611~22!/$15.00 63 0246barrier for this absorption process. A number of studies have
been able to reproduce the measured a-particle spectra by
introducing into the statistical-model calculations a distribu-
tion of Coulomb barriers associated with a fixed deformation
of the compound nucleus @1,3,4,8,10#. Emissions associated
with the lower Coulomb barriers of this distribution populate
the low-energy ‘‘sub-barrier’’ region which lies below the
peak in the kinetic-energy spectrum. Recently, calculations
considering not just a single deformation, but rather the ther-
mal distribution of nuclear shapes, have also been able to
reproduce experimental spectra for excitation energies of
’100 MeV or less @11#. However, for high enough excita-
tion energies, the shape distribution is not expected to be
thermalized before evaporation commences and the
a-particle spectrum should reflect to some extent the defor-
mation of the fusing system at the point when most of the
excitation energy is dissipated.
Previously we had also suggested an alternative explana-
tion of the sub-barrier enhancement at high excitation ener-©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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which sequentially decay producing a particles @9#.
Statistical-model calculations incorporating the emission and
decay of such clusters were found to account for a large
fraction of the experimental ‘‘sub-barrier’’ enhancement in
the 64Ni1100Mo reactions. The largest contribution to the
predicted sub-barrier enhancement is from 5He fragments
which decay to n –a pairs. The Coulomb barrier for 5He
emission is expected to be smaller than that for direct
a-particle emission as a 5He fragment is predicted to have a
more diffuse surface @12#. Furthermore as the secondary a
particles have approximately 80% of the initial 5He kinetic
energy, the energy spectrum of these secondary particles ex-
tend down to lower kinetic energies compared to the directly
emitted particles. By adjusting the 5He Coulomb barrier it
was even possible to account for all of the experimental en-
hancement.
In order to determine the extent of the sub-barrier
a-particle enhancement from the emission of 5He and other
unstable clusters, a study of the correlated emission of light
particles ~neutrons and charged particles! in coincidence with
evaporation residues was undertaken. The reaction studied is
E/A511 MeV 60Ni1100Mo, which is similar to the E/A
59 and 10 MeV 64Ni1100Mo reactions of Ref. @9# for which
statistical-model calculations reproduced the a-particle spec-
trum when ’30% of these particles are secondary. Thus if
these calculations are correct, then the correlated emission of
a particles and neutrons should be substantial and easily
observable.
On the other hand, if deformation is the cause of the ef-
fect, then the spectra of all light charged particles should
show consistent enhancements increasing with the Z of the
emitted fragment. Therefore kinetic-energy spectra were
measured for isotopes with Z51 –4 and compared to statis-
tical model predictions for spherical and deformed com-
pound nuclei.
The chosen reaction is also identical to that studied by
Gonin et al. @5,13#, who reported substantially larger neutron
and smaller charged-particle multiplicities compared to
statistical-model predictions. These experimental multiplici-
ties imply that the evaporation residues are significantly pro-
ton rich ~past the present limits of known isotopes! compared
to their predicted location near the evaporation attractor line
@14#. If correct, it indicates that evaporation from hot com-
pound nuclei could be a useful mechanism to create such
proton-rich systems. The present study, although not opti-
mized for this purpose, should allow these multiplicities to
be verified if correct.
The details of the experimental apparatus are discussed in
Sec. II while the analysis of the experimental results is de-
scribed in Sec. III. The influence that secondary particles
have on the shape of light-particle kinetic-energy spectra is
discussed in Sec. IV together with comparisons to statistical-
model predictions. Finally in Sec. V, the conclusions of this
study are presented.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Beams of E/A511 MeV 60Ni projectiles, extracted from
the Texas A&M K-500 superconducting cyclotron, impinged02461on a 100Mo target of thickness 528 mg/cm22. A schematic
of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Evapora-
tion residues were detected in an annular parallel-plate ava-
lanche gas counter ~PPAC! centered around the beam axis
with its anode subdivided into seven concentric rings allow-
ing the u angle of a residue to be determined. This counter
was located 33 cm from the target and subtended all u angles
from 1.5 to 6.6 °. Evaporation residues were separated from
other reaction products by measurements of their energy loss
in the gas volume of the PPAC and their time of flight to the
PPAC. Evaporation-residue cross sections were normalized
with respect to the yield of elastically-scattered projectiles
detected in a small Si detector located at an angle of u
59.7°, which is below the grazing angle for the reaction.
Light charged particles were detected in a wall of four
large-area Si-Si E –DE telescopes located at ’15 cm from
the target. The wall covered in-plane angles which ranged
from 34° to 80° and an angular range of 32° out of plane.
Each telescope consisted of a ’65-mm-thick Si DE detector
followed by a 1-mm-thick Si E detector. The Si detectors,
with dimensions of 535 cm, were each subdivided into 16
strips. For each telescope, the strips on the E and DE detec-
tors were arranged orthogonally, permitting the angular po-
sition of a detected particle to be determined to a precision of
60.6°. The energy calibration of each strip was determined
from the measured spectrum of a particles emitted from
228Th and 252Cf sources. After correcting for position-
dependent Si DE thickness variations (65%), isotope iden-
tification of light charged particles (Z,6) was obtained
from DE –E two-dimensional plots for each telescope. For
multihit events in the same telescopes, the identification of
all of the particles was often possible ~Appendix B!.
Sixteen cylindrical-shaped neutron counters were in-
cluded in the experimental setup at distances of ’110 cm
from the target. Four counters were placed behind each Si
telescope. The counters, filled with NE213 liquid scintillator,
have active diameters of 12 cm. Most of the 16 counters
have a thickness of 7.6 cm, except for three of them for
which the thickness is 5 cm. The distances from the target to
FIG. 1. Schematic indicating the locations of the detectors in-
side and outside of the scattering chamber.1-2
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duce neutron scattering between the counters @15#. Neutrons
and gamma rays detected in a counter were separated from
pulse-shape and time-of-flight information. Standard pulse-
shape discrimination techniques measure the time from the
start of the light-output pulse to the time at which the differ-
entiated pulse crosses zero. In this work, the total time from
the emission of the neutron to the zero-crossing point was
measured, which combines both the time-of-flight and pulse-
width information. For the same integrated light output, both
of these two components are larger for neutrons compared to
gamma rays and the resulting n –g separation was excellent.
The integrated light output of each neutron counter was cali-
brated from measurements of the Compton edge associated
with detected gamma rays emitted from 60Co, 137Cs, and
203Hg sources. A software threshold of 200 keV was then
applied during subsequent data analyses. The detection effi-
ciency of the counters at low neutron energies (e
,7 MeV) was determined using a 252Cf source placed at
the target position. The source was mounted directly on a Si
counter which registered each fission event. The detection
efficiency was determined as a function of neutron energy
from the ratio of the yield of detected coincident neutrons to
the values tabulated for 252Cf in Ref. @16#. Neutron efficien-
cies were also calculated from the Monte Carlo simulations
of Ref. @17#. In the kinetic-energy regime from 4 to 7 MeV,
the measured efficiencies were, on average, 8% larger than
these calculated values. Therefore for e.7 MeV, the calcu-
lated efficiencies were scaled by 8%.
The target, PPAC, and Si telescopes were located in a
thin-walled ~3.2 mm Al! spherical scattering chamber of 40
cm radius. From tabulated experimental neutron cross sec-
tions @18#, the interaction probabilities of neutrons in the
walls of the scattering chamber and in the Si telescopes were
found negligible, i.e., ’3% and ’1%, respectively. The
beam was stopped ’9 m downstream from the target and
the background of neutrons from the beam dump was mini-
mal.
Neutron time-of-flight information was measured with re-
spect to a number of reference signals. When the cyclotron rf
signal provided this reference, the time of flight was mea-
sured with a resolution @full width at half maximum
~FWHM!# of ’4 ns. A CsF scintillator counter
(2.5 cm diam34.0 cm) was placed ’3 cm from the tar-
get. The light output from this counter has a fast rise time
and for ’20% of events it detected a gamma ray. Using this
signal as the reference, a neutron time-of-flight resolution of
’2.5 ns was achieved. The CsF detector was also used to
determine a ‘‘time-walk’’ correction for the Si E and DE
detectors. When a fragment (Z>2) was detected in the Si
wall, neutron timing resolution of ’2.5 ns was also
achieved taking the average of the walk-corrected times from
the DE and E detectors as the reference. This reference was
used in the analysis of the correlations between neutron and
charged particles.
III. RESULTS
A. Evaporation residues
Evaporation-residue differential cross sections dsER /du
measured in the seven annular rings of the PPAC are plotted02461against the mean u angle of each ring in Fig. 2. The bulk of
the evaporation residues are clearly intercepted by the PPAC.
The solid curve connects the experimental points and the
dashed curve indicates an extrapolation assuming dsER /dV
decreases exponentially at larger angles. This was found to
be a reasonable approximation in Refs. @9,19#. From this
extrapolation, it is estimated that the PPAC intercepts ’80%
of the evaporation residues and consequently, the errors in
the total residue cross section associated with the extrapola-
tion are small and the angular bias on the coincidence data is
minimal.
The total cross section is plotted in Fig. 3 together with
experimental data from the same reaction at lower bombard-
ing energies @19#. The cross sections decrease with increas-
ing bombarding energy and at the higher energies are con-
sistent with the same maximum l wave. This is indicated by
the curve which shows the cross section associated with all l
waves less than 63 \ .
FIG. 2. Experimental angular distribution of evaporation resi-
dues. The solid curve connects the experimental points. The statis-
tical error bars are smaller than the plotted data points. The dashed
curve shows an exponential extrapolation of the data to larger
angles.
FIG. 3. Experimental evaporation-residue cross sections plotted
against the beam energy per nucleon. The highest-energy point was
obtained in the present study and the lower-energy points are from
Ref. @19#. The solid curve indicates the cross section associated
with all partial waves with angular momentum of 63\ and less.1-3
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Neutron laboratory kinetic-energy spectra in coincidence
with evaporation residues were constructed event by event
from the neutron time of flight measured with respect to the
cyclotron rf signal. The scattering of neutrons between the
counters was found to be minimal, i.e., if a neutron is de-
tected in one of the counters, the probability that any of the
neighboring counters also detects a neutron was 3%. These
events were not included in the analysis. A background con-
tribution was subtracted from these spectra and they were
subsequently smoothed and deconvoluted taking into ac-
count the time resolution determined experimentally for the
gamma rays and the range of flight distances associated with
interactions at various depths in the neutron detector. The
fractional change due to this deconvolution and the detec-
tor’s efficiency were combined to create a laboratory-energy
weighting function. This function was subsequently used to
weight events when constructing kinetic-energy spectra in
the compound-nucleus frame. Examples of the neutron-
multiplicity spectra d2m/dedV are shown in Fig. 4 as a
function of the neutron energy « in the compound-nucleus
frame for three mean detection angles. These spectra were
obtained using the compound-nucleus velocity measured by
Gonin et al. @5# ~94% linear momentum transfer!. A similar
procedure was applied to the subset of events for which the
time of flight was measured with respect to the CsF detector.
As this latter time measurement had significantly better time
resolution, the deconvolution step was less important. How-
ever, the resulting deconvoluted spectra, obtained from the
two time-of-flight measurements, were identical within the
statistical errors suggesting the effects of time resolution are
effectively removed. For neutron energies less than
’10 MeV, the spectra are largely independent of angle and
FIG. 4. Experimental neutron-multiplicity kinetic-energy spec-
tra d2m/dedV in the compound-nucleus frame obtained from neu-
trons detected at the three indicated laboratory angles in coinci-
dence with evaporation residues. The dash curve is a fit to the
exponential tail of the more backward-angle spectra and was used
when extracting the equilibrium neutron multiplicity.02461consistent with statistical emission from a compound
nucleus. The high-energy tails of the spectra have an angular
dependence indicating a nonstatistical component.
Due to the limited angular range of the measurement, it is
not possible to estimate the integrated multiplicity associated
with the nonstatistical contribution, although it is clear in
Fig. 4 that this component is small at the measured angles.
For the statistical contribution, the multiplicity was estimated
from integrating the most forward-angle spectrum in Fig. 4
from 1 to 5 MeV. The contribution from higher energies was
obtained from an exponential fit ~dashed curve! applied to
the most backward angle spectrum from 5 to 12 MeV. The
relative contribution from neutron energies below 1 MeV
was estimated from statistical model calculations ~Fig. 31!.
However, it comprises only ’10% of the total multiplicity
and thus does not need to be determined to high accuracy.
The total multiplicity ~statistical! obtained from this proce-
dure is 10.461.2. The largest contribution to the error bar
arises from uncertainties in the efficiencies of the neutron
counters. This multiplicity is smaller than the value of
14.8060.5 measured for the same reaction by Gonin et al.
@5,13# for evaporation residues detected at uERlab’0°. Al-
though the extracted multiplicities are different, the shape of
the neutron spectra are consistent. The dependence of the
multiplicity on residue angle uER
lab is very small, this is illus-
trated in Fig. 5 where the integrated yield dm/dV of the
most forward-angle spectrum in Fig. 4 is plotted against the
detected residue angle for neutron energy windows of 1,e
,12 MeV and e.12 MeV. These two windows are domi-
nated by the statistical and nonstatistical components, re-
spectively. However, for both windows, there is almost no
observed dependence of the integrated yield on the detected
residue angle. Thus the present multiplicity measurement is
difficult to reconcile with the zero-degree result of Ref. @5#.
C. Charged particle spectra and multiplicities
Kinetic-energy spectra of charged particles detected in co-
incidence with evaporation residues were transformed event
FIG. 5. Experimental dependence of the energy-integrated neu-
tron yield dm/dV for the most forward-angle neutron detectors
plotted as a function of the angle at which the evaporation residue is
detected. Results are shown for the two indicated neutron kinetic-
energy widows of integration.1-4
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for H, He, Li, and Be isotopes are shown in Figs. 6–9, re-
spectively. The spectra indicated by the filled data points
were obtained from particles detected in the more forward-
angle Si telescopes (^u lab&’45°), while the open data points
are associated with the more backward-angle telescopes
(^u lab&’70°). Some of the spectra are severely restricted in
kinetic energy due to the thresholds associated with particle
identification. This is especially the case for protons for
which only the lowest energies are stopped in the Si E de-
tector. The threshold associated with stopping in the Si E
detector is important for all hydrogen and helium isotopes at
more forward angles. The low-energy threshold for particle
identification occurs when particles stop in the Si DE detec-
tors. This threshold restricts the spectra for all particles de-
tected in the more backward-angle telescopes.
For the hydrogen isotopes, it is impossible, from the re-
stricted measurements, to estimate the integrated multiplici-
ties. The data are compared in Fig. 6 to fits of the corre-
sponding spectra measured in the work of Gonin et al. @5#
~dotted curves!. The normalizations of these fits were ad-
justed to match the experimental d and t data of the present
work and correspond to multiplicities which are a factor of
2.3 larger than the values obtained in Ref. @5#. The same
factor is used for the protons as there is not sufficient overlap
between the data and the fit to make an accurate match.
FIG. 6. Experimental kinetic-energy spectra d2m/dedV ~in the
compound-nucleus frame! of protons, deuterons, and tritons de-
tected in coincidence with evaporated residues. Results obtained
with the two forward-angle Si telescopes are indicated by the solid
data points, while the open data points were obtained from the two
backward-angle telescopes. The solid curves connect these data
points. The dotted curves are fits to the equivalent spectra measured
by Gonin et al. @13#, where the multiplicities have been increased
by a factor of 2.3 to match the experimental data of this work.02461FIG. 7. As for Fig. 6, but for the He isotopes. The dotted curve
is the fit obtained by Gonin et al. @5# to their measured a-particle
spectra. It has been normalized to fit the data of this work.
FIG. 8. As for Fig. 6, but for the Li isotopes. Results are also
given for the 6Li excited state (E*52.19 MeV) which was recon-
structed from d –a pairs. For display purposes, the spectra have
been shifted along the y axis by the indicated amounts.1-5
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sured at u lab530° shows a small nonstatistical component. A
consistent result is found in the present work as the slope of
the spectra at 30 MeV is somewhat harder in the forward-
angle compared to the backward-angle telescopes, as shown
in Fig. 7. Also the shape of the statistical component fit by
Gonin et al. ~dotted curve! is in excellent agreement with the
spectrum measured in the more backward-angle telescopes.
Similar agreement is also obtained with the spectrum mea-
sured in the reaction E/A510 MeV 64Ni1100Mo @9#. The
experimental angular distribution dm/dV as a function of
the angle ua
CN in the compound-nucleus frame for the kinetic-
energy window of 15–20 MeV is plotted in Fig. 10. This
angular distribution, which should be dominated by the sta-
tistical component, appears to show a small angular anisot-
ropy, although our sensitivity to it is not great due to the
limited angular range of the experiment. The solid curve in
Fig. 10 shows a fit to the data using the sum of zeroth- and
second-order Legendre polynomial terms. This angular de-
pendence is assumed at all energies to integrate the multi-
plicity of the statistical component. However, a fit with a
constant dm/dV gives a multiplicity which is only 6%
smaller than the reported value. Taking the energy depen-
dence from the forward-angle telescopes at low energies and
from the more backward-angle telescopes at high energies,
an average statistical multiplicity of 1.960.1 is obtained for
all detected evaporation residues. The dependence of this
multiplicity on the detected residue angle is shown in Fig.
11. Due to the larger recoil momentum associated with emit-
ting an a particle, its multiplicity, unlike the neutron multi-
FIG. 9. As for Fig. 6, but for Be isotopes. Results are also given
for the unstable 8Be ground state, which was reconstructed from
a –a pairs. For display purposes, the spectra have been shifted
along the y axis by the indicated amounts.02461plicity, is more strongly correlated with the angle of the
evaporation residue. The result from the zero-degree study of
Gonin et al. is also indicated. The rms multiple-scattering
angle of evaporation residues in the target material, esti-
mated from the TRIM code @20#, is 0.8°. A similar value is
also estimated for the work of Gonin et al. With multiple
scattering of such magnitude, it appears difficult to reconcile
our measured angular dependence with the result of Gonin
et al. To further emphasize this point, the results of the
GEMINI statistical-model simulation ~calculation with defor-
mation in Sec. IV B! including the effects of multiple scat-
tering are indicated by the solid curve. This curve illustrates
that no large dependence of the a-particle multiplicity on
residue angle is expected for uER
lab,3°. Therefore the
a-particle multiplicity, like those for the hydrogen isotopes
discussed previously, are larger in the present study than
those of Ref. @5#.
Figures 8 and 9 show the spectra for Li and Be isotopes,
respectively. It is found, that for each element, the spectral
shapes are almost independent of the mass number A. All the
FIG. 10. Experimental angular distribution of the a-particle
yield in the compound-nucleus frame for kinetic energies from 15
to 20 MeV. Circular and square data points are from the more
forward- and backward-angle telescopes, respectively. Solid and
open data points are from the in- and out-of-plane telescopes, re-
spectively. The curve displays a fit to the data.
FIG. 11. Experimental statistical a-particle multiplicities ex-
tracted as a function of the detection angle of the evaporation resi-
due. The result from the study of Gonin et al. @13# is indicated. The
solid curve shows the dependence predicted by the GEMINI
statistical-model calculations.1-6
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Coulomb shifted with exponentially decreasing tails. How-
ever, the tails of the kinetic-energy spectra show angular
dependencies with the largest yields at the more forward
angles. This behavior is not consistent with a purely statisti-
cal emission as illustrated in Fig. 12, where the angular dis-
tribution of the integrated yield in the tail (e.27 MeV) of
the 7Li spectra is shown. The shape of this angular distribu-
tion is typical of that obtained for the other isotopes. The
statistical component should be symmetric about 90° and the
angular dependence should be no stronger than a 1/sin u
variation, which is indicated by the dashed curve. The ex-
perimental angular distribution of the tail clearly rises faster
than a 1/sin u variation at forward angles and does not appear
to display any symmetry around 90°. Thus, the Li and Be
isotopes also have nonstatistical components qualitatively
similar to the results obtained for deuterons and tritons emit-
ted in 64Ni1100Mo reactions @9# and for light intermediate
mass fragments in Refs. @21,22#. Without more extensive
angular distributions, it is difficult to obtain accurate multi-
plicities for both the statistical and nonstatistical compo-
nents. However, if the nonstatistical component is minimal
for the more backward-angle telescopes, then we can esti-
mate the statistical multiplicity, in a manner similar to that
for the a particles, by taking the energy dependence of the
statistical component from the forward-angle telescopes at
low energies and from the more backward-angle telescopes
at high energies. The angular distributions have been as-
sumed isotropic in these estimates. For a particles this was a
reasonable assumption, but the anisotropy of the angular dis-
tributions may be stronger for heavier fragments. The experi-
mental multiplicities are listed in Table I together with the
statistical uncertainties. It is difficult to estimate all the sys-
tematic uncertainties on the absolute values. However, the
systematic uncertainties are reduced when one is considering
the relative yields of the fragments in the measured angular
range. In any case, the resulting multiplicities are exceed-
ingly small for all of these isotopes.
D. Particle-unstable fragments
The presence of particle-unstable fragments can be dis-
cerned from the correlations between the decay products.
FIG. 12. Angular distribution of 7Li fragments in the
compound-nucleus frame with kinetic energy above 27 MeV de-
tected in coincidence with evaporation residues. For comparison,
the curve indicates a distribution with a 1/sin u dependence.02461The evidence for such correlated particles has varying de-
grees of complexity depending on the number of particles in
the exit channel and whether or not the primary fragment
decays close to the compound nucleus where the interaction
of the decay products with its Coulomb is important.
1. Fragments with two-body exit channels
Simple examples of long-lived two-body decays are illus-
trated in Figs. 13–15 for a –a , d –a , and t –a pairs. In the
~a! frames of these figures, the square data points give the
experimental distributions of the relative energy e rel for all
such pairs detected in coincidence with evaporation residues.
The relative energy is the total kinetic energy of the light
particles in their center-of-mass frame. Apart from correlated
pairs produced in the decay of particle-unstable parents,
there is also a ‘‘background’’ of uncorrelated pairs. The
greatest contribution to these uncorrelated pairs is where
both particles in the pair are directly evaporated by the com-
pound nucleus. The shape of this background is estimated
from event mixing, i.e., particle pairs are constructed from
particles detected in coincidence with different evaporation
residues. The solid curves in the ~a! frame of these figures
show the background distributions, which have been normal-
ized to fit the experimental distributions at the higher values
of e rel . The background-subtracted relative-energy distribu-
tions are indicated by the circular data points in the ~b!
frames of these figures, which all contain a well-defined peak
associated with sequential decay of a particle-unstable frag-
ment.
TABLE I. Experimental multiplicities of evaporated particles
detected in coincidence with evaporation residues. Particle-unstable
fragments are indicated by an asterisk.
Particle Multiplicity
n 10.260.7
3He ~g.s.! 0.05360.011
a 1.960.1
5He (g.s.)* 0.1460.04
6He ~g.s.! 0.004660.0007
7He (g.s.)* 0.000560.0003
5Li (g.s.)* 0.06660.033
6Li ~g.s.! 0.01860.002
6Li (2.19 MeV)* 0.01660.002
7Li ~g.s.! 0.02060.002
7Li (4.63 MeV)* 0.006760.0007
8Li ~g.s.! 0.002160.0006
7Be ~g.s.! 0.003660.0010
7Be (4.57 MeV)* 0.001660.0006
8Be (g.s.)* 0.01460.002
8Be (3.04 MeV)* 0.03260.008
9Be ~g.s.! 0.00660.001
9Be (2.43 MeV)* 0.00560.001
10Be ~g.s.! 0.00360.001
9B (g.s.)* 0.000660.0002
12C (7.65 MeV)* 0.0001160.00005
12C (9.64 MeV)* 0.000760.00031-7
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exist between the particles directly emitted from the com-
pound nucleus due to final-state interactions. For evaporation
times predicted for this reaction, the only important final-
state interaction between evaporated particles is the long-
range Coulomb interaction for which the net effect is a sup-
pression of charged-particle pairs with small relative energy.
FIG. 13. Relative-energy distributions of a –a pairs detected in
coincidence with evaporation residues. ~a! The raw distribution is
indicated by the square data points. The solid curve gives the esti-
mated background of uncorrelated pairs. ~b! The circular data points
give the background-subtracted distribution. The solid curve now
indicates the predicted distribution of pairs originating from the
decay of 8Be ground-state fragments.
FIG. 14. As for Fig. 13, but now for d –a pairs. The curve in ~b!
is associated with the decay of 6Li (E*52.19 MeV) fragments.02461For the purposes of this work, it would be better to include
the Coulomb suppression in the background contribution so
that the background-subtracted spectra contain only the yield
from the sequential decay of the particle-unstable fragments.
However, this is not done as it is difficult to experimentally
determine the magnitude of the Coulomb suppression. As a
result, the background-subtracted spectra for the d –a and
t –a pairs are negative for the lowest values of e rel . For these
pairs, this is not a problem as the relative energy associated
with the narrow peaks in the distribution have higher values
where the Coulomb suppression is minimal. However, it is a
problem for other particle-unstable fragments which will be
presented later.
Multiplicities of particle-unstable fragments are estimated
by performing Monte Carlo simulations of the evaporation of
the parent fragment, its decay, and detection of the decay
products. These simulations, which are discussed in detail in
Appendix A, take into account the resolution and efficiency
of the particle detectors. The simulated relative-energy dis-
tributions ~with the same binning as the experimental data!
are indicated by the solid curves in Figs. 13~b!–15~b! for
decay of 8Be ~g.s.!, 6Li (E*52.19 MeV, Jp531 state!,
and 7Li (E*54.63 MeV, Jp57/22 state! fragments, re-
spectively. The curves have been normalized to the experi-
mental data points enabling the multiplicity of the states to
be extracted. The statistical multiplicities for these unstable
fragments, defined in the same manner as for the stable frag-
ments ~Sec. III C!, are listed in Table I.
The background contributions to the a –a and d –a cor-
relations are sufficiently small to allow for the reconstruction
of the kinetic-energy spectra of the parent fragments. These
spectra, included in Figs. 8 and 9, have been background
subtracted and are corrected for the efficiency of detecting
and identifying the decay products ~as determined in the
FIG. 15. As for Fig. 13, but now for t –a pairs. The curve in ~b!
is associated with the decay of 7Li (E*54.63 MeV) fragments.1-8
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kinetic energy. Within the statistical uncertainties, the spec-
tra determined for the ground and excited states of 6Li are
identical ~Fig. 8!. The 8Be spectra are also similar to those
for the other Be isotopes in Fig. 9 and the high-energy tails
have similar angular dependencies. These comparisons
clearly suggest that unstable fragments are produced by the
same mechanism as the stable fragments.
The parent fragments are assumed to decay isotropically
in the Monte Carlo simulations. For the 6Li (E*
52.19 MeV, Jp531) fragment, this may not be the case as
statistical emission from high angular-momentum states fa-
vor decay channels where the maximum amount of spin is
removed from the compound nucleus, i.e., the orbital angular
momentum and spin of the emitted particle are both aligned
with the compound-nucleus spin. This could be further en-
hanced if the interaction between the fragment and the
daughter compound system has an appreciable spin-orbit
term, which would lower the emission barrier when the or-
bital angular momentum and spin of the fragment are
aligned. To search for such an effect, the relative angle bd
between the velocity vector of the parent 6Li fragment in the
compound-nucleus frame and the emission velocity of the
deuteron in the frame of this parent 6Li nucleus was deter-
mined. The background-subtracted efficiency-corrected bd
angular distribution is shown in Fig. 16. If there is an appre-
ciable alignment of the particle’s spin and orbital angular
momentum, then this angular distribution should be symmet-
ric about bd590° with an overall increase of the yield at
smaller and larger bd angles. However, such a dependence is
not evident in the experimental angular distribution and
hence the alignment is not very large. The experimental an-
gular distribution is consistent with isotropic decay and, if
anything, is slightly asymmetric about bd590°, with an en-
hanced emission of the deuteron backward toward the com-
pound nucleus. The origin of this small effect, if real, is not
clear and in any case the assumption of isotropy is clearly
sufficient for the purposes of estimating the multiplicities
with the Monte Carlo simulations.
Evidence for 7He ~g.s.! emission is obtained from the
experimental n-6He relative-energy distribution displayed in
FIG. 16. Experimental angular distribution for the emission of
the deuteron from the 6Li (E*52.19 MeV) state. The angle bd
50 corresponds to emissions parallel to the velocity vector of the
parent 6Li fragment in the compound-nucleus frame.02461Fig. 17~a!. As there is no Coulomb final-state interaction for
these pairs, the background subtraction is expected to be
valid even at low values of e rel . The shape of the
background-subtracted spectrum is well reproduced by the
Monte Carlo simulations, although the statistical errors bars
are large.
In Fig. 17~b!, two different structures can be identified in
the background-subtracted 3He-a relative-energy distribu-
tion. First, there is a peak at high relative energies (e rel
’3 MeV), which can be identified with the 7Be (E*
54.57 MeV, Jp57/22) state. The Monte Carlo simulation
of the decay of this state, indicated by the solid curve, is in
excellent agreement with data. Second, there is a peak at the
lowest relative energies, which has been associated with 8Be
~g.s.! decay into two a particles. Its presence in this distri-
bution is due to a tail of the intense a-particle line in the
E –DE map leaking into the neighboring 3He line. The
dashed curve in Fig. 17~b! indicates the results of a Monte
Carlo simulation, which includes this misidentification of an
a particle. From the normalization of this curve, it is esti-
mated that ’2% of the particles identified as 3He fragments
are really a particles in this work.
The sequential decay of 10B and 11B states is expected to
contribute to the a-6Li and a-7Li relative-energy distribu-
tions, which are shown in Fig. 18. Based on the a-7Li cor-
relation function of Ref. @23#, where higher statistics permit
finer binning of the data, we expected the observed structures
to have contributions from a large number of B states. Due to
the coarser binning in this work, it is not possible to inde-
pendently determine multiplicities for each of these states. In
the Monte Carlo simulations, the 10B and 11B levels are
FIG. 17. As for Fig. 13~b!, but for ~a! n-6He pairs and ~b!
3He-a pairs. The solid curve in ~a! is associated with the decay of
7He ground-state fragments. In ~b!, the solid curve is associated
with the decay of 7Be (E*54.57 MeV) fragments. The dashed
curve is associated with 8Be ~g.s.! fragments where one of the two
a particles from its decay is incorrectly identified as a 3He particle.1-9
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MeV ~Sec. IV C!. These simulations reproduce the overall
structure of the background-subtracted spectra. However,
there is clearly a problem due to the neglected contribution
from the Coulomb final-state interaction in the background
distribution as the a-7Li spectrum is negative at small values
e rel . The a-6Li spectrum is probably suppressed at low val-
ues of e rel for the same reason. With this in mind, the nor-
malization for the 10B simulation is based on the a-6Li data
points above e rel51 MeV where this suppression is ex-
pected to be minimal. The normalization for the 11B simula-
tion is more difficult to address as the yield from the 11B
states is smaller at these e rel values. Therefore, the normal-
ization is based on reproducing the differences between the
first three a-7Li points. From these normalizations it is esti-
mated that for both 6Li and 7Li multiplicities, there is an
’13% contribution from decay of these 10,11B levels.
2. Fragments with three-body exit channels
A number of unstable fragments which decay into three-
body exit channels have been identified in coincidence with
evaporation residues. In searching for such decays, care must
be taken with the generation of the background distribution.
As an illustration of the subtleties of background generation,
let us consider the relative-energy distribution for n –a –a
triplets plotted in Fig. 19~a!. One method of generating the
background distribution is to extend the event mixing tech-
nique used for the two-body events and create mixed events
containing three particles, each from a different event. The
background generated from these mixed (n ,a ,a) events is
indicated by the solid curve in Fig. 19~a!, which has been
normalized to the experimental data at large relative energies
(e rel.5 MeV). This background does not reproduce the
FIG. 18. As for Fig. 13~b!, but for a-6Li and a-7Li pairs. The
solid curves are associated with the decay of a thermal distribution
of 10B and 11B states, respectively, each obtained with a tempera-
ture of 3.7 MeV.024611overall shape of the experimental distribution because it does
not contain the strong two-body correlations present in the
real data. Therefore the background generated in this fashion
is not useful for isolating three-body correlations. The two-
body correlations of most importance are associated with
a –a pairs produced from the decay of 8Be fragments. Con-
tributions from the decay of the ground and first excited
states ~Secs. III D 1,III D 3! amount to ’20% of all detected
a –a pairs. Also, there are two-body correlations associated
with Coulomb final-state interactions. All these two-body
correlations can be incorporated by creating mixed events
from real a –a coincident pairs and a neutron from another
event. The background distribution from these mixed
(n ,aa) events is indicated by the dotted curve in Fig 19~a!,
which now reproduces the overall shape of the experimental
data. However, this background does not contain the n –a
two-body correlations. These correlations are of much less
importance as the correlated n –a pairs ~Sec. III D 3! account
for only ’4% of all such pairs. This is further confirmed by
noting that the background generated from mixed (a ,na)
events, indicated by the dashed curve in Fig. 19~a!, is prac-
tically identical to the uncorrelated (n ,a ,a) background.
The (n ,aa) background-subtracted distribution is shown
in Fig. 20~a!. The four lowest excited states of 9Be are ex-
pected to contribute to this distribution, but these states over-
lap and, like the a-Li distributions, it is impossible to inde-
pendently determine multiplicities for any of these states
from this distribution. However, only one of these states
(E*52.43 MeV, Jp55/22) does not decay predominately
FIG. 19. Relative-energy distributions for n –a –a triplets de-
tected in coincidence with evaporation residues: ~a! for all detected
triplets and ~b! excluding those where the relative energy of the
a –a pair is appropriate for 8Be ~g.s.! decay. The curves indicate
background distributions obtained from event mixing. The solid
curve is from (n ,a ,a) mixed events, while the dotted and dashed
curves are from (n ,aa) and (na ,a) mixed events, respectively
~see the text!.-10
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excluding events where the relative energy between the a –a
pair is less than 0.2 MeV and hence these a particles cannot
originate from a 8Be ~g.s.! fragment. The relative-energy
distribution for such events and the corresponding back-
ground distributions are plotted in Fig. 19~b!. The differ-
ences between the three background distributions are now
diminished as a large fraction of the correlated a –a pairs
have been removed. The (n ,aa) background-subtracted dis-
tribution is plotted in Fig. 20~b! and it contains a well-
defined peak whose position is reproduced by the Monte
Carlo simulations ~curves!. Note that in these simulations,
the decay of the E*52.43 MeV state has been simulated
both as an a decay through a 5He intermediate ~solid curve!
and as a neutron decay to a 8Be (E*53.04 MeV) interme-
diate ~dotted curve!. However, the predicted relative-energy
distributions are almost identical in the two simulations so it
is not possible to differentiate between these possibilities
from the present data.
To better isolate the other 9Be states, it useful to recon-
struct 8Be ~g.s.! fragments from the pairs of a particles,
FIG. 20. Background-subtracted relative-energy distributions
for n –a –a triplets detected in coincidence with evaporation resi-
dues. Results are shown for ~a! all detected triplets and ~b! only
those where the a –a relative energy is greater than 0.2 MeV and
hence these a –a pairs cannot originate from the decay of the 8Be
~g.s.!. The curves in ~b! show predictions for the decay of the 9Be
E*52.43 MeV state. The solid curve was obtained assuming a
5He ~g.s.! intermediate while for the dotted curve a 8Be (E*
53.04 MeV) intermediate was assumed. ~c! Relative-energy dis-
tribution for neutron plus reconstructed 8Be ~g.s.! pairs. The solid
curves in ~a! and ~b! are the predictions for a thermal distribution of
9Be states with a temperature of 3.7 MeV.024611which produce the peak in the relative-energy distribution of
Fig. 13~b!, and from these create the n-8Be relative-energy
distribution shown in Fig. 20~c!. The rejection of the other
a –a pairs is important as it reduces the background consid-
erably. The (E*51.68 MeV, Jp51/21), (E*52.78, Jp
51/22), and (E*53.05, Jp55/21) 9Be states, which de-
cay mainly through 8Be ~g.s.! are all wide (G.200 keV)
and still cannot be individually resolved. The prediction for a
thermal distribution (temperature53.7 MeV) of these 9Be
states is indicated by the solid curve in Fig. 20~c!, where the
normalization of the curve is established from the multiplic-
ity of the E*52.43 MeV state fitted in Fig. 20~b!. This
distribution is very broad and rather featureless, but it does
reproduce the experimental data within the statistical errors.
The (p ,aa) background-subtracted p –a –a distribution,
shown in Fig. 21~a!, is dominated by a peak at very low
relative energies associated with the ground state of 9B.
Given that most protons emitted from the compound nucleus
have kinetic energies above the high-energy threshold for
particle identification ~Sec. III C!, one might also expect the
probability for detecting the proton from this channel is very
small. However, the detection probably is not as small as one
might naively expect as the protons from the decay of 9B
fragments are predicted to have very small kinetic energies
(’5 MeV) in the compound-nucleus frame ~Fig. 29!. The
p-8Be relative-energy distribution, plotted in Fig. 21~b!, con-
firms that 9B ~g.s.! decays to the 8Be ~g.s.! intermediate.
There is also weak evidence for the E*52.36 MeV Jp
55/22 state at e rel’2.5 MeV in the p –a –a distribution.
This state decays to the 5Li intermediate and thus its absence
FIG. 21. Background-subtracted relative-energy distributions
for p –a –a triplets and p-8Be pairs detected in coincidence with
evaporation residues. The 8Be fragments have been reconstructed
from detected a –a pairs. The curves show the predicted distribu-
tions for decay of the 9B ground state. For the p –a –a triplets, a
curve associated with the E*52.36 MeV excited state is also in-
dicated.-11
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The (a ,aa) background-subtracted a –a –a distribution,
shown in Fig. 22, also shows some structure. Curves indicat-
ing Monte Carlo predictions of four 12C states are indicated.
Only the lower two (E*57.65 MeV, Jp501 and E*
59.64 MeV, Jp532) states can be statistically resolved in
the experimental distribution.
3. Short-lived fragments
The unstable fragments which contribute most to the
a-particle yield are 5He ~g.s.! and 8Be (E*53.04 MeV,
Jp521). Both fragments are short lived (G50.6 and 1.5
MeV, respectively! and typically decay in the vicinity of the
compound system. The Coulomb field of compound nucleus
subsequently modifies the relative energy of the decay prod-
ucts, thus broadening the width of the peak in the relative-
energy distribution.
The a –a relative-energy distribution is shown in Fig.
23~a!. The low-energy peak associated with 8Be ~g.s.! decay
in Fig. 13 is now suppressed in this figure. Before one can
isolate this Coulomb effect it is again important to consider
the background contribution. Apart from the uncorrelated
background there is also a correlated background from the
three-body decay of 9Be (E*52.43 MeV, Jp55/22) and
12C (E*59.6 MeV, Jp521) states. The dashed curves in
Fig. 23~a! are Monte Carlo predictions of these components
using the multiplicities determined from Sec. III D 2. The
peak associated with 9Be is clearly visible in both the raw
and background-subtracted spectra in Fig. 23~b! where only
the uncorrelated background is subtracted here. The dash
curve in Fig. 23~b! is from a Monte Carlo simulation of 8Be
(E*53.04 MeV) decay ignoring the Coulomb field of the
compound nucleus. This curve also includes the small con-
tribution from the decay of 12C (E*59.6 MeV), which
produces a low-energy shoulder at e rel’2 MeV. However,
this prediction fails to reproduce the width of the broad ex-
perimental peak in the relative-energy spectrum. Much better
agreement is obtained when the simulations were modified to
include three-body Coulomb-trajectory calculations to follow
the motion of the two a particles and the compound system.
The details of these calculations are reported in Appendix A
and the resulting relative-energy distribution is shown by the
FIG. 22. Background-subtracted relative-energy distributions
for a –a –a triplets detected in coincidence with evaporation resi-
dues. The curves show the predictions for the decay of a thermal
distribution of 12C states with a temperature of 3.7 MeV.024611solid curve in Fig. 23~b!. The multiplicity extracted for this
first excited state of 8Be is larger than that extracted for the
ground state ~see Table I!.
The effect of the Coulomb interactions between the a
particles and the compound nucleus is much more evident
when the relative-energy distributions are gated on the emis-
sion angle ba of the a particles defined as the angle between
the velocity vector of the parent 8Be fragment in the
compound-nucleus frame and the emission velocity of one of
the a particles in the frame of this parent 8Be nucleus.
Relative-energy distributions are shown in Fig. 24 for trans-
verse decay (45°,ba,135°) by the solid data points and
for longitudinal decay (ba,45°, ba.135°) by the open
data points. The experimental data are also gated on the ki-
netic energy defined in the compound-nucleus frame of the
primary 8Be fragment. The faster this fragment travels, the
further it decays, on average, from the compound nucleus
and hence the smaller the subsequent modification by the
then-weaker Coulomb field. The experimental distributions
clearly show that the transverse decay peak ~solid points! is
shifted toward higher relative energies compared to that for
longitudinal decay ~open points!. As expected, this shift de-
creases for larger 8Be kinetic energies. The predictions of
the three-body Coulomb-trajectory simulations are indicated
by the solid curves in this figure. While these predictions
reproduce the experimental trends qualitatively, the predicted
FIG. 23. As in Fig. 13, but results are for larger a –a relative
energies. The 8Be ~g.s.! peak evident in the much expanded energy
scale of Fig. 13 is suppressed in these plots. Correlated backgrounds
from the three-body decay of 9Be (E*52.43 MeV) and 12C (E*
59.64 MeV) are indicated by the dashed curves in ~a!. Monte
Carlo predictions for the decay of the 8Be (E*53.04 MeV) state
are indicated by the curves in ~b!. The dashed curve contains modi-
fication to the relative a –a kinetic energy by the Coulomb field of
compound nucleus while the dashed curve does not. For both
curves, the small contribution from the decay of 12C (E*
59.64 MeV) fragments has been included.-12
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mentally. The explanation for the shift is most easily de-
scribed in terms of tidal forces. For a uniform Coulomb field,
the velocities of both a particles will be modified identically
with no ensuing change in their relative energy. However, it
is the nonuniform nature of the Coulomb field that is respon-
sible for the observed shift. If the uniform component of the
Coulomb field is subtracted, then the resulting tidal field re-
mains @24#. These tidal forces are opposite in sign to the
more familiar gravitational tidal force as we have a repulsive
instead of an attractive interaction. Hence in the longitudinal
direction, the tidal force pushes the a particles together de-
creasing their relative energy, while in the transverse direc-
tion the tidal force pulls them apart increasing their relative
energy.
The decay width of a 5He ~g.s.! fragment is less than half
of that for a 8Be (E*53.04 MeV) fragment and hence, on
average, it decays in a region where the magnitude of the
Coulomb field is weaker. However, the subsequent modifi-
cation of the relative energy of the n –a decay products is
not significantly smaller as now its decay products have dif-
ferent Z/A ratios and experience different accelerations by
the Coulomb field. This differential acceleration produces
effects which are larger than those from the tidal accelera-
tions. In fact the neutron is not affected by the Coulomb field
at all, while the a particle is accelerated. Subsequently if the
a particle is emitted in the forward direction, then its Cou-
FIG. 24. Experimental a –a relative-energy distribution ~back-
ground subtracted! gated on the emission angle ba of the a par-
ticles from the reconstructed parent 8Be fragment and on the kinetic
energy e of this parent fragment in the compound-nucleus frame.
The filled data points are obtained for transverse emission of the a
particles (45°,ba,135°) and the open symbols for longitudinal
emission (ba,45°, ba.135°). The curves indicate the results of
Coulomb trajectory simulations of 8Be decay in the proximity of
the compound nucleus. The data and curves have been shifted along
the y axis for clarity.024611lomb acceleration increases the n –a relative energy. On the
other hand, if the a particle is emitted backwards, then the
relative energy is decreased.
Before looking for such effects, it is again important to
consider the correlated background from three-body decays.
The raw and background ~uncorrelated!-subtracted n –a
relative-energy distribution in coincidence with evaporation
residues is shown in Fig. 25. Note that the uncorrelated back-
ground @curve in Fig. 25~a!# is relatively large for this chan-
nel. In Fig. 25~b! the contribution from the decay of all 9Be
states ~see Fig. 20! is shown by the indicated curve. How-
ever, the absolute yield of these states is not well determined.
Contributions from the decay of the E*51.80 MeV first-
excited state of 6He will populate the same relative-energy
region as these 9Be states, but its magnitude has not been
experimentally determined. The total n –a distribution in
Fig. 25~b! has been fit ~solid curve! by normalizing the pre-
dicted 5He ~g.s.! contribution ~including Coulomb effects! in
the region e.1 MeV where these other background contri-
butions are minimal. Although the resulting sum of both the
5He and 9Be contributions in Fig. 25 ~solid curve! leaves
little room for any appreciable contribution from the 6He
component, it is difficult to exclude some contribution from
this state due to the poorly determined 9Be yield. The de-
pendence of the background-subtracted relative-energy dis-
tribution on the emission angle bn of the neutron from the
5He parent is shown in Fig. 26. There is a steady increase of
the average relative energy in going from forward (bn
,45°) to backward (bn.135°) neutron emission, as ex-
pected. The dash curve indicates the behavior predicted with
the Coulomb-trajectory calculations for 5He decay. The solid
curve also includes the contributions from the decay of the
9Be states and reproduces the important features of the ex-
perimental data.
FIG. 25. As in Fig. 13, but for n –a pairs. The curves in ~b!
show the predicted total ~solid! and the indicated contributions from
the decay of 5He ~g.s.! and all 9Be states.-13
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Coulomb effects as both its decay width is very large ~1.5
MeV! and its decay products have different Z/A ratios. The
raw and background-subtracted p –a relative-energy distri-
butions are displayed in Fig. 27 together with the correlated
background predicted from the three-body decay of 9B.
There is clearly a broad peak in the experimental data which
can be associated with 5Li ~g.s.! decay. Unfortunately the
proton’s high-energy detection threshold severely distorts
this distribution. Detected low-energy 5Li protons are mostly
produced by backward emission from the parent fragment
where the interaction with the Coulomb field of the com-
pound nucleus reduces the relative energy of the p –a pair.
The experimental peak is clearly shifted down in energy
compared to the 1.96 MeV average relative energy expected
FIG. 26. Background-subtracted n –a relative-energy distribu-
tions gated on the emission angle bn of the neutron relative to the
direction of travel of the reconstructed 5He parent. For clarity the
distributions have been shifted along the y axis to separate them.
The dashed curves indicate the results of Coulomb-trajectory simu-
lations of 5He decay in proximity of the compound nucleus. The
solid curves also include the predicted yield from the decay of 9Be
excited states.
FIG. 27. As in Fig. 13~b!, but for p –a pairs. The solid and
dashed curves indicate the predicted contribution from the decay of
9B ~g.s.! and 5Li ~g.s.! fragments.024611in the absence of such effects. Due to these severe distor-
tions, the error associated with the extracted 5Li multiplicity
listed in Table I is large.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Influence of sequential decay on kinetic-energy spectra
Experimental multiplicities of stable and unstable frag-
ments detected in coincidence with evaporation residues are
listed in Table I. These multiplicities have all been extracted
with similar assumptions and hence their relative values are
expected to be more accurate than their absolute values.
These multiplicities are not exclusive, e.g., the multiplicity
associated with 9B fragments is also contributing to the mul-
tiplicities of its decay products; 8Be, a , and p. Table I indi-
cates that there is a large variety of clusters, besides a par-
ticles, emitted from the compound nucleus, albeit at very low
multiplicities. As predicted in Ref. @9#, 5He ~g.s.! emission is
the most prolific of the particle-unstable fragments. How-
ever, its relative yield compared to a particles (’7%) is
significantly lower than the value needed to explain the sub-
barrier yield in the a-particle spectrum in that work
(’30%).
The contribution of the secondary fragments to the experi-
mental kinetic-energy spectra of stable fragments can be es-
timated from the Monte Carlo simulations ~Appendix A!. In
Fig. 28~a!, the simulated a-particle spectra for the forward-
FIG. 28. a-particle kinetic-energy spectra. Data points are the
experimental results from Fig. 7. ~a! The curves indicate predicted
contributions to the spectra from each of the identified unstable
fragments. The predictions were obtained from the Monte Carlo
simulations for the more forward-angle Si telescopes. ~b! The solid
and dashed curves indicate the total contributions from all identified
unstable fragments obtained for the more forward- and backward-
angle telescopes, respectively. Two sets of curves are plotted using
the maximum and minimum normalization values extracted for
each component.-14
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unstable fragments are compared to the experimental spectra.
To avoid confusion, the errors associated with the normal-
ization of each of these curves have been omitted. This error
is largest for the 5Li contribution. However, this fragment
does not contribute to the sub-barrier region. Apart from
5He, the only other fragment that contributes significantly to
the sub-barrier region is 8Be (E*53.04 MeV). The sums
of all identified secondary components are plotted in Fig.
28~b! as the solid and dashed curves for the forward and
more backward angle telescopes, respectively. Two sets of
curves are plotted using the maximum and minimum normal-
ization values extracted for each component. Altogether, a
particles from the sequential decay of unstable clusters ac-
count for ’14% of all a particles in coincidence with resi-
dues. At this level, the important features of the a-particle
energy spectrum like its peak energy and the slope at large
energies are not greatly influenced by the contributions from
the identified unstable fragments. However, in the extreme
sub-barrier region (e,12 MeV), the simulated sequential
contribution dominates the spectrum in Fig. 28~b!.
The largest uncertainty in the simulations is in the choice
of the initial kinetic-energy distributions of the unstable par-
ents, which are taken from the measured distribution of simi-
lar stable isotopes ~Appendix A!. Simply shifting these as-
sumed distributions up or down in energy will not change
our conclusion, i.e., the yield of a particles from sequential
decay is simply too small to significantly account for the
a-particle yield in the peak region. In fact, as the present
simulations are already reproducing the yield in the extreme
sub-barrier region, one cannot shift the 5He and 8Be (E*
FIG. 29. As for Fig. 28~b!, but for neutrons, protons, deuterons,
and tritons. The dotted curves are the same as in Fig. 6.02461153.04 MeV) kinetic-energy distributions down in energy.
At higher excitation energies the relative contribution of
these secondary particles is expected to be larger and they
will have a greater influence on the shape of the total kinetic-
energy spectrum. The reason for the discrepancy between the
experimental spectra and the predictions of standard
statistical-model calculations thus lies elsewhere and will be
discussed in Sec. IV B.
As a matter of interest, the identified contributions of sec-
ondary fragments to the n, p, d, and t spectra are indicated in
Fig. 29. Except for the deuterons, these identified contribu-
tions are insignificant at all kinetic energies. For deuterons
the extreme sub-barrier region also has a significant contri-
bution from sequential decay. In this case the source is 6Li
(E*52.19 MeV) fragments. Estimated contributions from
sequential decay are also indicated in Fig. 30 for 6Li, 7Li,
and 8Be spectra. For both Li spectra, the sequential contri-
butions are from B states for which there is some difficultly
in extracting the exact yield due to the lack of Coulomb
effects in the background ~Sec. III D 1!. The sequential con-
tributions plotted for these particles in Fig. 30 are from the
same calculations as shown in Fig. 18. Even within these
uncertainties, the relative contribution and the enhancement
of the sub-barrier region by the sequential component is
similar to that obtained for a particles and deuterons. For the
8Be spectrum, the important secondary components are from
the E*51.68, 2.78, and 3.05 MeV states of 9Be. The 9B
contribution is insignificant. Again the multiplicity of these
9Be states is not well determined ~Sec. III D 2! and is pos-
sibly overestimated as the simulated secondary component is
larger than the experimental data at low energies in Fig. 30.
Approximately 50% of the 8Be ~g.s.! fragments originate
FIG. 30. As in Fig. 28~b!, but for 6Li, 7Li, and 8Be fragments.
For clarity, the results have been shifted long the y axis by the
indicated amounts.-15
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trum may have the largest distortions from sequential decay.
B. Statistical-model calculations
Deforming a compound nucleus gives rise to a distribu-
tion of Coulomb barriers for the emission of a charged par-
ticle. This distribution extends down to lower energies than
the spherical barrier and thus enhances the yield of low-
energy fragments. If deformation is the major cause of the
observed enhancement, then consistent enhancements should
be found for all emitted clusters. To investigate this,
statistical-model calculations were preformed with the code
GEMINI @25#. To begin with, standard calculations with
spherical transmission coefficients and rotational energies
from the calculations of Sierk @26# are compared to the ex-
perimental data. These calculations included the emission
and decay ~if unstable! of the ground and excited states for
all H, He, Li, and Be isotopes. More details of the calcula-
tions can be found in Ref. @9# and Appendix C.
As input to these calculations one needs an estimate of the
initial excitation energy consistent with the measured aver-
age residue velocity, i.e., 94% of the complete fusion value
@5#. With the standard incomplete-fusion assumption, i.e.,
94% of the projectile’s mass fuses with the target and the
remaining piece~s! continuing with the beam velocity, an ex-
citation energy of 280 MeV ~a reduction of 40 MeV from the
complete fusion value! is obtained. However, if there is also
mass loss from the target, then more excitation energy can be
removed for a given average residue velocity. This is true
even for models other than incomplete fusion. Indeed, in the
nucleon-exchange transport code @27#, where nonstatistical
emissions result from nucleons exchanged during the initial
contact of the projectile and the target, and which subse-
quently propagate through and escape from their receptor
nucleus, an excitation energy loss of 20 MeV is predicted
while the ratio of the residue velocity to the center-of-mass
value is only 99.7%. Note also that nonequilibrium neutron
emission in fusion reactions is often fit with a thermal source
traveling at roughly half the beam velocity @28,29#. The
emission of such neutrons has very little effect on the aver-
age residue velocity, i.e., the emission of each neutron de-
creases the residue velocity by only 0.2%. Clearly the
excitation-energy loss can be larger for the measured residue
velocity than the above-given estimate. An average excita-
tion energy of 240627 MeV is estimated from energy-
balance considerations using the measured multiplicities and
average kinetic energies of the evaporated particles. For the
hydrogen isotopes, these quantities were taken from Gonin
et al. @5#, but where the multiplicities were increased by a
factor of 2.3 ~Sec. III C!.
Calculations were performed for an excitation energy of
240 MeV and a temperature-dependent level-density param-
eter of the form used by Fineman et al. @8#:
a5
A
81k
U
A
, ~1!024611where k51.5 was chosen to reproduce the slopes of the
high-energy tails in both the neutron and the a-particle
kinetic-energy spectra ~see the following! and U is the ther-
mal excitation energy. However, the relative sub-barrier
yield obtained from these calculations is not greatly sensitive
to the exact value of the excitation energy and level-density
parameter. Fission parameters were adjusted to reproduce
our measured evaporation-residue cross section.
Predicted kinetic-energy spectra ~dashed curves! are com-
pared to experimental data in Figs. 31 and 32. To focus our
attention on differences in shape, the predicted and experi-
mental spectra have been normalized to give the same maxi-
mum value as the experimental data from the forward-angle
telescopes ~solid data points!. The predicted 8Be spectrum in
Fig. 32 has a significant low-energy shoulder from the se-
quential decay of 9Be states as suggested experimentally in
Sec. IV A. The GEMINI simulations do not include the post-
breakup modification to the kinetic energy from the Cou-
lomb field of the compound nucleus. For the 5He contribu-
tion, the largest source of secondary a particles, it is
estimated that this effect increases the simulated a particle
energy by 1 MeV on average @9#. Hence for this contribu-
tion, the kinetic energies were shifted by this amount. For
comparison the dotted curve in Fig. 31 shows the spectrum
predicted for directly emitted a particles. The inclusion of
FIG. 31. Comparison of experimental a , n, 3He, and 6He
kinetic-energy spectra with statistical model predictions. The
dashed and solid curves indicate the predicted results obtained in
simulations with spherical and deformed compound systems, re-
spectively. The normalization of the curves was chosen to repro-
duce the experimental maximum value. The dotted curve indicates
the shape of the spectrum for directly emitted a particles predicted
in the calculations for spherical compound nuclei.-16
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barrier region in these calculations, but not by very much and
certainly it is not enough to reproduce the experimental spec-
tra. Further enhancement can be obtained by decreasing the
Coulomb barrier for 5He emission, but already in these
simulations the relative contribution from 5He decay is too
large by a factor of 1.3–2.6. It is therefore necessary to in-
vestigate other mechanisms to explain this sub-barrier en-
hancement. In fact for all charged particles, the simulations
underpredict the relative yield in the sub-barrier region. The
magnitude of this effect increases with the Z of the emitted
fragment and is quite large for the Li and Be fragments in
Fig. 32. Clearly a mechanism common to all fragments is
needed to explain this result.
A complete statistical treatment of compound-nucleus de-
cay should consider the equilibrium distribution of
compound-nucleus shapes. These distributions have long
tails that extend to highly deformed prolate shapes that are a
major source of the low-energy particles. Statistical-model
calculations including only spheroidal-shape fluctuations
predict the correct shape of the a-particle kinetic-energy
spectrum at low excitation energies (’100 MeV or less!
@11#. Similar calculations including all the evaporation chan-
nels of interest in this work are too time consuming. How-
ever, in Ref. @11# they were not able to reproduce the relative
sub-barrier yield for a particles in the neighboring E/A
510 MeV 64Ni1100Mo reaction. It was suggested that ei-
ther ~1! other shape degrees of freedom which are excited at
higher excitation energies might contribute to an increased
FIG. 32. Same as for Fig. 31, but for 6Li, 7Li, 7Be, and 8Be
fragments. The dotted curves are from calculations where the Cou-
lomb barrier of each fragment was lowered by increasing the radius
parameters of the nuclear potentials by the factor 1.25.024611probability of larger deformations, or alternatively ~2! at high
enough excitation energies, evaporation is expected to com-
mence before the equilibrium distribution of shapes is at-
tained. The evaporation spectra should therefore reflect de-
formations more similar to the initial shape of the fused
system after most of the initial kinetic energy in the reaction
has been dissipated @11#. The HICOL dynamical code @30#
predicts that this initial dissipation period is very short
(,0.5 zs), after which the system has a large deformation
with a relative quadrupole moment of Q’1.9 with only a
small dependence on impact parameter. Subsequently the
shape evolves slowly in time. Both scenarios lead to an in-
creased probability for small Coulomb barriers further en-
hancing the number of low-energy charged particles. How-
ever in scenario ~2! this effect is entrance-channel dependent,
i.e., for more asymmetric entrance channels the initial defor-
mation should be smaller and the magnitude of the enhance-
ment should decrease while for scenario ~1! the effect should
be independent of entrance channel.
Experimentally, evidence for entrance-channel dependen-
cies on the shape of the a-particle spectrum is conflicting.
Cinausero et al. @31# report no significant difference in the
shape of the a spectra measured in 86Kr176Ge, 16O
1150Sm, and the reaction of this study, all matched approxi-
mately in excitation energy. Also Boger et al. @7# obtained a
similar conclusion for matched 40Ar1natAg and 86Kr
163Cu reactions. On the other hand, for a lower excitation
energy of 170 MeV, a small enhancement of the low-energy
a-particle yield was found for the 64Ni1100Mo reaction
compared to that from the matched 16O1148Sm reaction @9#.
Liang et al. @10# have reported entrance-channel dependen-
cies on the slope of the high-energy spectral tails in matched
12C1144Sm and Ni1Zr reactions at even lower excitation
energy (E*’113 MeV) which they find consistent with the
HICOL predictions, although no dependence on the sub-
barrier region was noted. At even lower excitation energies
(E*549 MeV), entrance-channel dependencies on the
high-energy g-ray yield near the giant dipole resonance in
matched 16O1148Sm and 64Ni1100Mo reactions have been
reported @32#. A consistent understanding of these experi-
mental results is lacking as the trends with excitation energy
are the opposite to expectation.
Although the mechanism for the enhancement of low-
energy Coulomb barriers is not yet established at these exci-
tation energies, it is interesting, as a lowest-order approxima-
tion, to examine whether the Coulomb-barrier distribution
associated with an initially fixed, highly deformed shape can
successfully reproduce the peak energy of all the detected
clusters. This shape can roughly be considered to represent
in the two scenarios either ~1! some average of the Coulomb
barrier distribution associated with the thermal distribution
of shapes or ~2! the initial shape of the compound system
after most of the excitation energy has been dissipated. To
this end, GEMINI simulations were performed using transmis-
sion coefficients and rotational energies appropriate for a
fixed prolate deformation of Q51.9 ~ratio of major to minor
axes r1 /r251.6). The transmission coefficients were ob-
tained from averaging spherical coefficients over the surface
area of the system ~equivalent sphere approximation-17
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’100 MeV, the calculation was continued with transmis-
sion coefficients and rotational energies appropriate for Q
50.8 (r1 /r251.25) which reproduced the experimental
a-particle spectrum for E*5101 MeV 164Yb compound
nuclei measured in Ref. @9#. It is expected that the equilib-
rium distribution of shapes should be established by this time
in scenario ~2! @11# and this latter deformation is introduced
to mock up the effects of the equilibrium shape distribution
at this excitation energy for which the spheroidal-shape cal-
culations of Ref. @11# reproduce this data. However, only
neutron, proton, and a-particle yields are significantly in-
creased in this latter period and the neutron and proton yields
are rather insensitive to the deformation. Thus only a par-
ticles show any sensitivity to the deformation in this latter
period and here too the effect is not large.
The kinetic-energy spectra predicted from these simula-
tions are indicated by the solid curves in Figs. 31 and 32.
Overall these calculations give a better reproduction of the
shape of the low-energy region for all detected charged par-
ticles and indicate that the sub-barrier enhancement is con-
sistent with decay from highly deformed systems produced
after most of the excitation energy is dissipated. The simu-
lations do not reproduce the yield in the extreme subbarrier
region for 6Li, 7Li, and 7Be fragments. However, sequential
decay from B and other heavy unstable fragments, which
were not included in the simulation, are expected to contrib-
ute here ~e.g., Fig. 30!. In any case one would not expect
perfect agreement as the assumption of a single deformation
is very simplistic. There should be either an equilibrium dis-
tribution of shapes for scenario ~1! or for scenario ~2! fluc-
tuations in deformation are expected to develop in a time
span of 5 zs @11#. Therefore the Coulomb-barrier distribution
should be wider than that associated with a single deforma-
tion and the yields in the extreme sub-barrier region will be
very sensitive to this width.
It has also been suggested that an increased yield of low-
energy fragments can be caused by emissions from a com-
pound system which has either expanded or its surface dif-
fuseness has increased @2,5,35#. In fact the shape of the
a-particle, 3He, and t spectra of this work can also be repro-
duced by including into the statistical model, transmission
coefficients associated with a single reduced Coulomb bar-
rier. Results which are almost identical in shape to the solid
curves in Fig. 31 are obtained with spherical transmission
coefficient, but where the radius parameters of the nuclear
potentials are increased by a factor of 1.15. Similar spectra
can also be obtained by increasing the diffuseness of the
nuclear potential as well. To reproduce the experimental
peak energy for Li and Be fragments, the radius parameters
need to be scaled by larger factors. However even so, these
calculations still do not reproduce the overall shape of the
experimental spectra in the peak region. For example, the
dotted curves in Fig. 32 were obtained with the radius pa-
rameters of the nuclear potentials increased by a factor of
1.25. The spectral peaks predicted in these calculations are
all much narrower compared to the experimental data and
somewhat narrower compared to the predictions for emission
from a deformed system ~solid curves!. It is the distribution024611of Coulomb barriers which is responsible for the broader
peaks in the calculations for deformed systems and even
wider distributions would be necessary to reproduce the
width of the experimental spectra. Thus, although expansion
and surface diffuseness effects can contribute to the experi-
mental yield of low-energy Li and Be fragments, the full
explanation requires a wide distribution of Coulomb barriers.
Although we have stressed distributions of deformed com-
pound nuclei as the source of this distribution, other mecha-
nisms can contribute, for example, a monopole vibration.
The temperature-dependent level-density parameter used
in all the calculations @Eq. ~1!# was selected as it approxi-
mately reproduces the slopes of the high-energy tails of both
the neutron and the a-particle spectra. This was not possible
with a temperature-independent parameter even for other es-
timates of the initial excitation energy. The simulations also
give roughly the correct slope for the 3He spectrum ~Fig.
31!. However, for the other isotopes and for the a particles
themselves, it should be recalled that the experimental spec-
tra have nonstatistical components ~Sec. III C and Ref. @9#!.
Irrespective of this uncertainty, these calculations demon-
strate the advantage of measuring both neutron and charged
particle spectra: a and the more exotic particles are emitted
early in the decay and the temperature which characterizes
the high-energy tails of the spectra are sensitive to the slope
of the level density at the highest excitation energies. On the
other hand, neutrons are emitted at all decay steps and the
corresponding temperature is an average over all excitation
energies. Better determination of the level-density parameter
and its temperature dependence would require these spectra
to be measured at larger angles, where the statistical contri-
bution is expected to be dominant. Also a more accurate
determination of the initial excitation energy would be help-
ful.
Figure 33 shows the ratios of the predicted ~calculations
with deformation! to the experimental multiplicities for the
fragments listed in Table I. For hydrogen isotopes, the ex-
perimental multiplicities are from Gonin et al. @5# scaled by
a factor of 2.3 ~Sec. III C!. Overall, the predictions are accu-
rate to within a factor of 2. Again there is some uncertainty
FIG. 33. Ratios of predicted to experimental multiplicities of the
stable and unstable fragments from Table I. The predictions are
statistical-model simulations from an initially deformed system ~see
the text!.-18
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statistical components. Also uncertainties as to the exact val-
ues of the excitation energy and the level density affect these
predictions. However, the results do indicate an enhanced
emission of neutrons compared to these statistical model
simulations, but considerably smaller than that obtained in
Ref. @5#. At this stage it is difficult to make any firm state-
ment as to whether the evaporation residues are more proton
rich compared to their predicted location near the evapora-
tion attractor line @14# until the composition of the nonstatis-
tical emissions is known. In the nucleon-exchange transport
code @27# these emissions are predominantly neutrons, which
would then imply that the evaporation residues are somewhat
more proton rich than we might expect.
C. Temperature measurements
In a couple of the Monte Carlo simulations which were fit
to experimental relative-energy distributions, a thermal dis-
tribution of excited states was assumed for a particular iso-
tope, i.e., the probability for a level i with spin si and exci-
tation energy Ei* is
Pi}~2si11 !expS Ei*T D , ~2!
where T is the temperature. As most of the exotic fragments
are expected to be emitted early in the decay, the temperature
is expected to be close to, but less than, the initial tempera-
ture of the compound nucleus. With an initial excitation en-
ergy of 240 MeV ~Sec. IV A! and a level-density parameter
between A/8 and A/12 MeV21, the initial temperature is
3.4–4.2 MeV. Therefore, the value of T53.7 MeV used in
the simulations is not unreasonable. Experimentally, infor-
mation about this temperature can be determined from the
multiplicities of 6,7Li and 7Be ground and excited states. In
determining the temperature, sequential feeding from the
first-excited particle-stable states of 7Li and 7Be to the
ground states was considered. Also, for 6Li and 7Li, the
ground-state yields were reduced by 13% due to feeding
from B states ~Sec. III D 1!, but the error bars were increased
by this amount. The temperatures from the three isotopes are
listed in Table II. All are consistent with the assumed tem-
perature, but the uncertainties are large. The weighted aver-
age is 3.460.9 MeV. Note that a temperature extracted
from 8Be yields has been omitted from the analysis due to
the large expected feeding to the ground state from 9Be lev-
els ~Sec. IV A!.
The uncertainty in the temperature therefore must be con-
sidered when evaluating the multiplicities of 10B, 11B, and
TABLE II. Temperatures extracted from the ground- and
excited-state populations of 6Li, 7Li, and 7Be fragments.
Isotope Temperature ~MeV!
6Li 2.660.2
7Li 3.660.2
7Be 2.360.20246119Be states in Figs. 18 and 22. However, even if Eq. ~2!
describes the primary distribution, sequential feeding can
modify it. Therefore a thermal distribution is only an ap-
proximation. The assumed temperature also affects the shape
of the wide states (5He, 5Li, 8Be*) used in the simulations
@Eq. ~A2!#. However, it will only make a significant modifi-
cation to the intrinsic line shape if the temperature is less
than or approximately equal to the natural width, which is
not the case.
V. CONCLUSION
Charged particles and neutrons detected in the angular
range from 34° to 80° in coincidence with evaporation resi-
dues produced in the E/A511 MeV 60Ni1100Mo reaction
have been studied. The measured neutron multiplicity is
lower and the charged-particle multiplicities are larger than
the corresponding values obtained by Gonin et al. @5# for the
same reaction. The present results are more consistent with
statistical-model calculations. The kinetic-energy spectra of
charged particles are evaporationlike. However, their high-
energy tails have angular distributions which indicate that
there are nonstatistical components. Multiplicities of
particle-unstable clusters emitted from the compound
nucleus have been determined from the observed correlations
in the emission of the light particles. The decays of the short-
lived 5He and 8Be (E*53.04 MeV) states were found to
be affected by the Coulomb field of the compound nucleus in
accordance with theoretical estimates. The emission and se-
quential decay of the unstable clusters is shown to give rise
to an enhancement of low-energy a particles as suggested in
Ref. @9#. However, this enhancement is too small to account
for the difference between the experimental spectrum and the
predictions of standard statistical-model calculations. Only
for the extreme low-energy portion of the spectrum, well
below the peak, does this sequential component dominate the
yield. The most important contributions are from 5He and
8Be (E*53.04 MeV) states. Sequential contributions are
found to have similar affects on the d, 6,7Li, and 8Be spectra.
The origin of the sub-barrier enhancements is suggested
to be a result of evaporation from highly deformed com-
pound systems which are either produced dynamically dur-
ing the fusion process or by thermal shape fluctuations.
Statistical-model calculations incorporating a large initial de-
formation are shown to provide enhancements of approxi-
mately the right magnitude for all detected isotopes. How-
ever, as noted previously, a consistent description of sub-
barrier enhancement could require additional mechanisms
whose contributions may vary with excitation energy.
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APPENDIX A: MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
The yield of particle-unstable fragments were determined
by normalizing simulated relative-energy distributions of the
decay products to the experimental data. These Monte Carlo
simulations include the effects of the detector geometry,
threshold, efficiency ~neutrons!, angular, and energy resolu-
tions. The other important ingredients of these simulations
are the initial distributions ~angular and energy! of the pri-
mary fragment and the treatment of its decay.
The characteristics of the particle-unstable states ~excita-
tion energies, spins, decay widths, branching ratios! were
taken from the compilations of Ajzenberg-Selove @36,37#.
States with three-body exit channels are treated as two se-
quential two-body decays and all two-body decays are as-
sumed to be isotropic. In a statistical model, the relative-
energy distribution F(e rel) is determined from the intrinsic
line shape r int by
F~e rel!}r int~e rel!r~E*2e rel!, ~A1!
where r is the level density associated with all other degrees
of freedom of the daughter nucleus and the emitted particle
and E* is the total excitation energy. For large excitation
energies this can be approximated as
F~e rel!}r int~e rel!expS 2e relT D , ~A2!
where T is the temperature. A temperature of 3.7 MeV was
assumed in the simulations. However, the extracted fragment
multiplicities are not very sensitive to the exact value of this
temperature. For most states, a Lorentzian intrinsic line
shape with FWHM set to the measured decay widths was
assumed. However, Lorentzian shapes were not used for the
broad 5He ~g.s.!, 5Li ~g.s.!, 8Be (E*53.04 MeV), and 9Be
(E*51.68 MeV) states which are known to have asymmet-
ric line shapes. The intrinsic line shape is related to the
nuclear phase shift bN by @38#
r int~e rel!5
1
p
dbN
de rel
. ~A3!
For these fragments, R-matrix fits @39–41# to experimental
phase shifts were used to calculate the line shapes.
For states which decay to the short-lived 5He ~g.s.! and
8Be (E*53.04 MeV) intermediates, the relative-energy
distributions are determined in the same manner as in Refs.
@23,42#.
For all short-lived fragments (G*100 keV), the influ-
ence of the Coulomb field of the compound nucleus was
considered. In the simulations, the trajectories of the primary
fragments were followed for a time, the value of which is
chosen from an exponential distribution appropriate for the
measured decay width. Subsequently, the trajectories of the
decay products in the Coulomb field were followed until
their velocities approached their asymptotic values.024611The primary energy spectrum of an unstable fragment is
assumed to be identical to the measured ground-state spec-
trum, or where that is not available, the measured spectrum
from neighboring stable isotopes was used. This assumption
seem very reasonable as there are very few differences be-
tween the spectra for difference isotopes of the same element
~Sec. III C! and in the case of the 6Li (E*52.19 MeV)
fragment, the reconstructed primary energy spectra is identi-
cal, within the statistical errors, to the measured 6Li ~g.s.!
spectrum ~Sec. III D 1!. Thus, for example, the measured
6He ~g.s.! spectrum was used when simulating the emission
of 5He ~g.s.!, and the 8Be ~g.s.! spectrum was used for the
8Be (E*53.04 MeV) simulation. These experimental spec-
tra were fit to permit their extrapolation above and below the
detector energy thresholds and to adjacent angular regions.
The fits included contributions from two sources; an equilib-
rium ~surface emission! source traveling with compound-
nucleus velocity and a nonequilibrium ~volume emission!
source described by the parametrization of Ref. @43# with a
source velocity of half the beam value. The Coulomb-barrier
distributions for both sources were taken to be identical and
Gaussian in shape. Due to the limited angular range of the
experimental spectra, there is no unique set of multiplicities
and temperatures associated with the two sources that can fit
them. However, all parameter sets with produced good fits to
the data produced similar extrapolations of these measured
spectra above and below the detector thresholds. Therefore
the choice of which parameter set to use is not important as
long as the extracted statistical multiplicities are determined
in the same manner as for the stable fragments ~Sec. III C!.
For B and C primary fragments, their energy spectra was
estimated using the fitted 8Be ~g.s.! parameters, but with
extrapolated Coulomb-barriers parameters.
APPENDIX B: MULTIPLE HITS IN THE TELESCOPES
Events where two or more charged particles were incident
on the same Si E –DE telescope were recorded in the experi-
ment and identification of all the particles was often possible
if each of these particles passed through a different strip of
both the E and DE detectors. Such events are important to
include in the particle-particle correlation analysis. In fact for
8Be ~g.s.!, 9B ~g.s.!, and 12C (E*57.65 MeV) clusters, the
sequential decay products have very small relative angles
and the only time that these decay products are detected to-
gether is when they all are incident upon the same Si tele-
scope. The difficulty in dealing with such events is that when
more than two Si strips are hit in both the E and DE detec-
tors there is an ambiguity in determining which E strip and
which DE strip are associated with the same particle. This
section describes the algorithm used to deal with this ambi-
guity.
The starting point for this algorithm is the E –DE maps
generated from single-hit events, corrected for the nonunifor-
mity of the DE detector. Tight contours are drawn around
each of the prominent ‘‘lines’’ on these maps for particle
identification. For double-hits events, there are two solutions
to the ambiguity. For each solution there are two E –DE
pairs giving a total of four possible pairs. Each pair is-20
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with an identified particle. For 3% of the double-hit events,
neither of the solutions have E –DE pairs both of which can
be associated with identified particles and these events are
discarded. For 57% of the events, only for one solution can
both pairs be associated with identified particles and the am-
biguity is considered broken. However, for the remaining
40% the ambiguity remains, i.e., all four E –DE pairs can be
associated with identified particles. Of these events, 40% are
discarded as both solutions contain at least one particle
which punched through the Si E detector and is unsuitable
for the correlation analysis. This leave 24% of the events for
which resolving the ambiguity is still a problem.
To further reduce the number of these events, one could
consider drawing the particle identification contours more
tightly around each of the lines on the E –DE maps. Rather
than pursuing this course, a x-squared procedure was devel-
oped. A curve was drawn along the crest of each of the lines
on the maps. The rms DE deviation of identified single-hit
events from their respective curve was calculated and used to
weight deviations from these curves. For the double-hit
events, the weighted x-squared ~sum of the weighted DE2
deviations for both E –DE pairs! was determined for each
solution and the solution with the minimum x-squared was
selected. To estimate the success of this method, single-hits
events were combined to create pseudo-double-hit events.
From these pseudoevents, it is estimated that of the remain-
ing 24% of the real events, the ambiguity was correctly re-
solved 65% of the time. However, for 50% of the incorrectly
resolved events, both particles are almost identical ~same
particle identification and same kinetic energy to within 1
MeV!. The resolution of the ambiguity of these events is
immaterial for constructing relative-energy distributions as
whichever solution is chosen, the relative angle, and hence
the relative energy, between the two fragments is identical.
From this, the remaining number of badly identified events is
estimated to be ’4%. Note that a significant number of the
real double-hit events are a –a pairs from the decay of 8Be
~g.s.! which are not found in the pseudoevents. Many of
these a particles also have almost identical energies and so
the ambiguity does not need to be resolved for these events
as well. Triple-hit events were also analyzed with a similar
algorithm.024611APPENDIX C: DETAILS OF GEMINI SIMULATIONS
The GEMINI statistical-model calculations of Sec. IV B are
similar to that described in Ref. @9#. They include as evapo-
ration channels, the ground and excited states of all H, He,
Li, and Be isotopes. Excited states are limited to those with
excitation energy less than 8 MeV and decay widths less
than 2 MeV. Spherical transmission coefficients for the emis-
sion of clusters with A.4 were derived with nuclear poten-
tials obtained from global optical-model fits to experimental
6Li, 7Li, and 9Be elastic-scattering data @44,45#. The use of
transmission coefficients derived directly from the optical-
model calculations may not be appropriate as there is signifi-
cant absorption by the imaginary potential before the Cou-
lomb barrier is reached. This absorption has been associated
with the breakup of the cluster @46# and is thus inappropriate
to include in transmission coefficients for the inverse evapo-
ration process. The transmission coefficients used in the pre-
sented calculations were derived from the incoming-wave
boundary-condition approximation @47# where all the absorp-
tion from the elastic channel occurs inside of the Coulomb
barrier. The 6Li nuclear potential-energy function was used
for the calculation of the transmission coefficients for all A
55 and 6, He and Li states ~excited and ground state!. Ex-
perimentally, 6Li optical-model potentials have been found
to reproduce 6He elastic scattering data @48,49#. Similarly
the 7Li nuclear potential energy was used for the heavier He
and Li states. The 9Be nuclear potential was fitted with an
A-dependent function in Ref. @45# which was used for all Be
isotopes in this work. However, the A dependence is not
large.
For the emission of unstable fragments, the Hauser-
Feshbach formalism should be extended by integrating over
the intrinsic line shape. This is very time consuming for the
wide states and so as an alternative the partial decay width
for each unstable state was calculated at each step from a
decay energy chosen in a Monte Carlo fashion from the ap-
propriate intrinsic line shape. This procedure is expected to
give correct results, on average, as long as the partial decay
widths for these states are small compared to the total decay
width. The intrinsic lines shapes used are the same as dis-
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